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Rome, January 24th 2012

To the Editor of

BMC Health Services Research

Object: formatting changes to the manuscript: “P.Re.Val.E.: Outcome Research Program for the Evaluation of Health Care Quality in Lazio, Italy”

Dear Eadgar Austin Azul on behalf of Dr Judith de Jong,

the point-by-point responses to requested formatting changes are listed below.
Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

1. Author list: the list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system, both in style and order. The preferred style is "First name Initial Last name" (e.g. Joe F Bloggs). Done

2. Abstract: this abstract does not have the correct structure. Please reformat it to use these headings: Background, Methods, Results, Conclusions. The abstract should be identical in the manuscript and submissions system. You can cite one URL or weblink in the abstract. Please move any remaining websites to the text or references list. Done.

References: References should be cited in the text using consecutive numbers in square brackets. Please do not use superscript numbers. Also, please place the reference before the full stop. For example "text [1].". Done.

References: Please provide working URLs for all websites referenced or cited in the manuscript. Done.

Structure: Please provide a Conclusions section following the Discussion, or rename the Discussion section to "Discussion and Conclusions". Renamed.

Tables: tables must be created using a Tables tool, and should not be linked files, figures, or generated with tabbed text. Tables must be divided into rows and columns and be oriented in a portrait page layout. Please ensure that text alignment in columns is clear and consistent. We recommend the MS Word auto-format template: simple 1. Please do not include vertical lines in your tables. Done.

Tables: table 2 has been divided into parts, a and b. It is important that tables are numbered in ascending numerical order: 1, 2 and 3. Please renumber the tables and any references to them in the text. Alternatively, please merge the tables into one larger table. Renumbered.

Additional files: Please ensure all files are referred to as additional file 1 etc (not, for example, supplementary data). Done.

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Title: please use sentence case in the title, both in the manuscript file and the submission system. Capitalise only the first word and proper nouns, and do not include full stops/periods. For example, "The Title of My Prestigious Publication: A Scientific Study." should be changed to "The title of my prestigious publication: a scientific study". Done.

Authors’ contributions: please ensure this is formatted into a paragraph rather than a list or in bullet points. Done.

Please place Acknowledgements after Authors’ Contributions. Done.